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considered to be the best software for
both converting video.Bayer to cut

some 900 jobs at its Leverkusen plant
Leverkusen, November 27, 2016 -

After years of record turnover in its
chemical arm, Bayer will axe several
jobs at its Leverkusen site in an effort

to cut costs.The German pharma
giant is reducing its operational
manpower by 900 jobs through

temporary layoffs. Bayer said the
decision was part of its efforts to
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make the company fit for the
future."We are making a major

adjustment in the way we run our
global site, saving costs and bringing

our operation into line with the
planned portfolio structure of the

future," Bayer CEO Werner Baumann
said in a statement.German trade

union Verdi called the move a
"betrayal of staff".But those affected

will be offered temporary jobs through
a central administration agency which

will lead to a cheaper offer with
greater flexibility on the part of the
company.INDIANAPOLIS, IN - APRIL

24: Arthur Brown and Phish
keyboardist Page McConnell performs
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live on April 24, 2016 in Indianapolis,
Indiana at Ruoff Home Mortgage

Music Center. (Photo by Rob
Carr/Getty Images) The last night of

Phish’s “Winter Tour” last night
(Monday, April 17) in Indianapolis, IN
was, simply put, phenomenal. There

was excellent energy from the crowd,
headliners Arthur Brown and Page
McConnell were truly fearless, and

several classic Phish jams that will go
down in Milwaukee history. Our very

own ASI Podcast crew was lucky
enough to have some seats in the pit,
so here’s what we had to say about

the show: The band started out strong
in the first set with a Joe Russo-
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directed “Fee” and “Reba” that
featured a rare use of the “Bear”

(which everybody loves) and “One!”
from the 4/15/03 show. Page provided
perhaps the best guitar showcase of
the whole tour, as he held down his

duties throughout the night on board
of the Hammond B-3. The high energy
of the crowd was also a welcome one
on “Bug”, which is always one of the
most exciting songs when it gets the
deep jams. The band closed the night

with a “46 Days” that meshed well
into a “2001 > The Holy Hand
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